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WHERE  //   WHAT  //   WHEN



to an extraordinary waking life experience

Welcome to Gratitude Migration’s third iteration of SUMMER 
DREAM. We’re excited to take you on a journey into a world 

without limits on a vast waterfront dreamscape with epic views 
of our beloved city skyline. Explore a futuristic playground filled 

with world-class music, enchanting performances, inspiring 
ideas, dazzling art and a healthy dose of profound creativity, 

connection, and magic. 

This is an inside look at how to optimize your SUMMER DREAM! 
Or float around the festival grounds and let the perfect waking 

life find YOU.

an extraordinary 
waking life experience
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THANK YOU fOR RESpECTING OTHERS, WITHOUT JUDGMENT Of GENDER, 
RACE, SEXUAL IDENTITY, OR ABILITY/DISABILITY. EVERYONE IS fREE TO EXpRESS 
THEMSELVES.

THANK YOU fOR RESpECTING OUR RULES AND GUIDELINES SO WE CAN CREATE A 
SAfE SpACE TOGETHER. pLEASE BE MINDfUL Of OTHERS IN YOUR CONDUCT.

THANK YOU fOR LEAVING A pOSITIVE TRACE AND KEEpING OUR BEACH CLEAN.

THANK YOU fOR ASKING fOR CONSENT. TOUCHING IS NEVER OKAY WITHOUT AN 
INVITATION. ALWAYS ASK fIRST. If YOU SEE CONSENT VIOLATIONS, REpORT IT TO 
A RANGER IMMEDIATELY.

THANK YOU fOR RESpECTING BOUNDARIES Of OTHERS AND MAKING YOUR OWN 
BOUNDARIES CLEAR.

THANK YOU fOR RESpECTING OUR NATURAL ENVIRONMENT AND OUR LOCAL 
KEANSBURG HOSTS. BE RESpECTfUL AND GRACIOUS, AND LEAVE NO TRACE.

THANK YOU fOR BEING MINDfUL Of HOW YOUR ACTIONS MAY AffECT OTHERS.

THANK YOU fOR BEING SELf-RELIANT. HYDRATE, KEEp SHADED fROM THE SUN, 
AND fUEL YOURSELf pROpERLY. SELf-CARE IS KEY.

THANK YOU fOR pARTICIpATING fULLY AND AppRECIATING EACH MOMENT.

THANK YOU fOR YOUR SUppORT Of LOCAL BUSINESSES, OUR VENDORS, AND IN  
TOWN.

THANK YOU fOR CO-CREATING THIS COMMUNITY WITH US.

WE COULDN’T DO THIS WITHOUT YOU, AND fOR THAT WE ARE GRATEfUL.

pLEASE fEEL SAfE IN COMMUNICATING WITH US AND OUR RANGER TEAM If YOU 
ARE CONCERNED fOR YOURSELf OR OTHERS.
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CODES Of CONDUCT
THANK YOU fOR HONORING OUR VALUES.
THANK YOU fOR pRACTICING GRATITUDE THROUGHOUT YOUR 
ENTIRE EXpERIENCE AT GRATITUDE MIGRATION. 
THANK YOU fOR BEING IN THE MOMENT AND AppRECIATING OUR 
TIME TOGETHER.



“At Gratitude Migration, we make magic through art. We are so grateful 
for our vast, diverse network of extraordinary artists, who come together 
to push boundaries, explore technology, and open their hearts to express 
their vision of a better world. 

Delve into all of the lovingly curated and passionately crafted art in this 
dreamworld, see yourself truly, and feel freely. Give in to the magic and 
serendipity. It’s been made just for you.”

  -- TIGERLILY, ART & EXpERIENTIAL DIRECTOR

ART & SCULpTURE
AND IMMERSIVE ENVIRONMENTS

HM pYROTECHNICS RHIZOME NYC EXpERIENCE INCENDIA

MAIN GROUNDS
DESERT ISLAND BY ARCH
DOMLO (THE DEpARTMENT Of ODD MISSIONS AND LAY OffS)
GALACTIC GALLERY VR
HAMMOCK GARDEN BY LOG CABIN ALEX
MAGICO ILLUMIA BY GENE HARRISON
NO BUTTS LEfT BEHIND BY JORDAN ANDRE DE LISO
pLAYING2pLAY SHUTTLE STOpS BY ASH BURKE
RADMINTON BY TRACY GILLAN
RAIN TREES BY KURT RITTA
THE SEAGLASS COLLECTION BY pETER CHRISTOpHER NICOLAOU
TEMpLE Of CHANGE BY RYAN ONG
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GRATITUDE STAGE
EXpERIENCE INCENDIA
RHIZOMENYC
WITH SENSORY COLLECTIVE
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MIND/BODY/SPIRIT
ARCHIMEDES DESIGN
LABYRINTH Of LIGHT BY ALI MACADOODLE X GENE HARRISON
pALACE Of TRUE MIRRORS BY JOHN WALTER
TIpIS BY TREEpEACE

SCHOOL OF DREAMS

THE TEMPLE OF GRATITUDE BY MONIqUE MARIAN, 
THADDEUS ECHEVERRIA, TIGERLILY, TYLER GLENN, VAHHAD ABOONOUR

LIGHTNING SOCIETY

JUNXION

BARNACLES BY HANNAH WHELAN
GLOBAL VILLAGE pRODUCTIONS

THE RIO BACAJA BY ONE fOUNDATION CREATIONS
SLUT ROCKET BY ERIC COOLIDGE
STAGE DESIGN BY TIMOTHY ALEXANDER pHILLIpS
VISUALS BY VJ KRUNCH

RHIZOME NYC
LINDSAY ARDEN COOpER

ARCHIMEDES DESIGN GENE HARRISON ALI MACADOODLE
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VISIONARY GALLERIES 
AND LIVE PAINTING

VISIONARY ART GALLERY CURATED BY 

AND fEATURING BURGANDY VISCOSI

FIRST ANNUAL 
LIVE PAINTING AUCTION!
SUNDAY // 12:00pM // CENTER CAMp 

Support the artists and take home your 
favorite piece from the weekend!

VISUALS BY RHIZOME NYC
ART DIRECTION AND DECOR BY 
JULIANNE IRENE & HEXAGRAMME STUDIO 
AND YOUR HARD WORKING COMMUNITY

THE ART RISING
CAREN CHARLES
JEff SULLIVAN
NICOLE pALApOLI
OLGA KLIMOVA

TEMPLE OF BLACKLIGHT CURATED BY 

AND fEATURING MYZTICO CAMPO

LIVE PAINTING

BODY PAINTING

HUMO MAYA
KIRKWORX DUpUIS
MICHELLE STATON
NATE MCCLENNEN
SCOTTY BAGS

ANDREW DE JESUS
BOONEY - BRIAN CONVERY

KATY MCMANUS
LOUIE IZZO

STEVE SHORTS

CHRISTIAN DIAZ
LINDSEY WILSON

ZEN KOZ

BURGANDY VISCOSI

MYZTICO CAMpO

CAREN CHARLES
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“Gratitude Migration is humbled and excited to offer a platform for 
teachers and specialists to offer their practices and hold space for all 
event attendees to uncover sacred movement and restoration over the 
course of the weekend. Our offerings range from the traditional to the 
whimsical with the shared mission of building a supportive space for 
practice and ritual.”

  -- OPHRA , MIND/BODY/SpIRIT DIRECTOR

MIND / BODY / SpIRIT

WOOM FRESH // MARIAH BETTS
2:00pM - 4:00pM // WOOM DOME

Gain knowledge in the yogic art of cleansing, lymphology and digestion through 
this 2-hour practice sequenced to wring you out, light you up, and give you a 
healthy radiant glow from a deep cellular level!

Take home simple 10 minute techniques for increased energy, superb digestion 
and ageless beauty.
• pranayama (breath practices)
• kriya (yogic cleansing practices)
• twists
• backbends
• inversions
• lymph cleansing practices

• specific core sequences for the digestive system

FR I DAY
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MOTION - EMOTION // HANNAH ROSS 
2:30pM - 4:00pM // SpIRIT DOME 
My workshop will take the participants on an inner journey, starting with a 
mindfulness meditation and a simple pranayama exercise,  then to a vinyasa flow 
of asanas to build some heat and get everyone moving and smiling.  With the 
heat we will hold restorative stretches and poses to release tension in the mind 
and body.  During this segment of the class I will walk the students through a 
chakra visualization, full of color and symbols, allowing the mind to release any 
emotional blockages that are held..... I envision my students to leave the mat feeling 
rejuvenated and ready to dance the night/day away.  I hold a firm belief that when 
you dive into your inner self, any way of life and emotion become possible. 

PASTY MAKING CLASS // KATHRYN SCLAVI
2:30pM - 4:30pM // MIND DOME
If you got it, flaunt it! Come make an adorable set of custom made pasties to express 
your unique body and mind. All materials provided. For both men and women, don’t 
be shy guys! In this workshop, artist Kate Relish will guide you to create your very 
own set of custom-made pasties, unique and custom fit to your beautiful body and 
style. Workshop will include all materials, including rhinestones and tassels! Show off 
your artwork on your body throughout the festival on the dance floor or by the pool. 
Workshop is for both men and women so don’t be shy, guys! No experience needed.

BLESS YOUR CROWN HAIR ART // AMBER MUHAMMAD
2:30pM - 4:30pM // MIND DOME
The crown is the most sacred part of the body and through the ancient art of 
crown adornment, we honor our inner beauty and divinity.. We begin the art of 
crown adornment by connecting with our own creative energy, offering vibrational 
healing and using aromatherapy oils to raise the vibrations within ourselves and 
our partners. Once that connection is made our creative juices can flow and our hair 
fantasies come alive.

This workshop will be an exploration of hair art techniques using yarn, nature 
elements and mixed media, in which Amber will provide. We will be braiding, 
twisting, and cultivating magical hair masterpieces and dream hair for all ages to 
enjoy at the festival. 

 
TAKE FLIGHT - OPEN PLAY // ACROYOGA TEAM
4:00pM - 6:00pM // ACRO DOME

FR I DAY
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FR I DAY
SOULLAB - FIRE AND WATER // KELLY NEZAT 
4:00pM - 6:00pM // SpIRIT DOME
Soullab is excited to present 3 Workshops that will explore the elemental journey 
of purposeful living in a wonderfully mad world- uniting inner and outer worlds to 
create magic.

Part 1: Join us for an alchemical journey into deep, soulful awakening. In this 
gathering, we will fire-up the path and cleanse the windows of perception (Just 
the right stuff for an evening of play). Breath, Movement and Trance Work come 
together in a powerful way to ignite the unified field of grateful souls.

WOOM YOGA EXPERIENCE // WOOM YOGA GUIDE
4:30pM-6:00pM // WOOM DOME
Our signature vinyasa yoga practice borrows elements from sound therapy, such 
as vocal meditation and use of overtone- emitting instruments, and focuses on 
asana sequence creativity and repetition. Highly inspired by non-ordinary states of 
consciousness, The WOOM Yoga Experience format facilitates a stimulating, sense-
enhancing environment for the practice. The experience also includes blindfolded 
segments, and our essential oil blend.

AUTHENTIC RELATING - DROP INTO CONNECTION // SARAH MONETTE
4:30pM - 6:00pM // MIND DOME
Fun and highly-interactive group exercises that explore ways of seeing, connecting, 
and appreciating yourself and others at a deeper level. We’ll discover what 
the games bring up and then share our experiences, often gaining greater 
understanding in this authenticity. There is richness available in all our relationships 
when we practice staying present and with our truth while feeling, hearing and 
connecting with others in deep moments of opportunity. Authentic Relating gives 
participants a chance to drop into deep connection through shared experience in 
the form of communicational presenting and somatic recognition. Each workshop 
becomes an easy vehicle to bring everyone closer together and change the way they 
interact with others in a profoundly positive way for the rest of the gathering and 
beyond.

WATERCOLOR POSTCARD PAINTING // KATHRYN SCLAVI
4:30pM // BODY DOME
Time travel to your future self and tell them everything they need to remember 
about the present! We’ll create and write postcards with all the wisdom, hopes, 
questions, and concerns our present selves feel for the future. A short tutorial on 
watercolor painting will be taught, and participants will have the option to paint a 
beachy landscape watercolor painting, or something abstract from their imagination. 
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BLESSED BE // NICOLE SULLY
6:00pM - 7:00pM // MIND DOME
By focusing on the breath throughout a Vinyasa style yoga class, we will bring 
blessings and light through each inhale and exhale. Each student will learn how to 
ground oneself by becoming aware of the breath and therefore becoming aware of 
the inner light within. Learning to detoxify of everything poisonous in our lives and 
to bring forth beautiful energy and light surrounding us.

 GET HIGH WITH YOUR FRIENDS // DION BOEHM
6:00pM - 8:00pM // ACRO DOME
Experience the joy and fun of Partner Acrobatics by supporting and being supported 
in this all levels AcroYoga workshop. In this workshop you will learn and refine your 
ability to communicate clearly and compassionately while developing skills to lift, be 
lifted and safely spot and coach your friends.  We will learn a variety of fundamental 
conceptions and postures to help you base fly and spot! This is an all levels 
workshops and you don’t need to bring a partner.  Bring an open mind, a yoga mat 
(if you have one), a good attitude and a water bottle, we will supply the rest!!

No prerequisites required.
 
“FEEL MY HEART-ON” CONSENT IS SEXY - SUPER-COZY-TIME TANTRIC 
CUDDLE PLAYSHOP // RACHEL SANTOS 
6:00pM - 8:00pM // SpIRIT DOME
This playshop is for anyone who loves to be cozy, loves conscious cuddles, and 
wants to practice or refine their consent-oriented communication skill sets. It is a 
transformational workshop that gives us tools to operate at “maximum-high-level-
pleasure factor” in daily life. 

We hear the phrase “CONSENT IS SEXY” all the time, how do we know if we’re really 
getting it? Come and find out, in this playful exploration to increase comfort and 
fluency in asking for what we desire. Build the rainbow bridge from understanding 
“consent” as a concept, into full embodiment and expression. 

ALPHABETIX ROCK: UNLOCK LETTER POWER! // MICHELLE JONI 
7:00pM - 8:00pM // MIND DOME
Fall in love with the letters of the Alphabet all over again! In this concert-meets-
workshop-meditation, you’ll be immersed in brand new music channeled from 
ancient Alphabet knowledge, and discover a new realm of Our Language based on 
your very own spirit letters. Find your Letter Tribe, tell a multi-layered story, connect 
the dots of your healing journey, evolve our ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZs, 
and deepen collective commUnifycation. And.... there will be dancing! One question 
to start: What is your Power Letter? 

FR I DAY
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SATU R DAY

WOOM SOUND EXPERIENCE // DAVID & ELIAN
9:00pM - 11:30pM // WOOM DOME
Our immersive sonic journey inward includes 5 chapters:

Talk. About the therapeutic properties of sound and how to use it as a meditative 
tool.

Vocal Meditation. Using our own voices, we will explore the delicate balance 
between contributing to and receiving from the collective

Breathwork. Inspired by Dr. Stanislav Grof’s Holotropic technique, we will practice 
a powerful form breath that enables to disconnect from the overthinking “monkey 
mind” and reach heightened states of awareness and a deeper state of meditation.

Sound. We will play an intuitive sequence of overtone-emitting instruments, 
including gongs, Himalayan singing bowls, tuning forks, bells, and chimes.

Connecting. An opportunity to share musings, thoughts, feelings and poetics about 
our individual experiences.

SHABBAT DINNER // RISHE GRONER 
10:00pM - 12:00AM // BODY DOME
Potluck dinner with added nourishment by OneTable.

 

PARTNER YOGA // PARIS BUSTILLOS & ROSE MOUDENE
8:00AM - 9:00AM  // SpIRIT DOME
Come stretch your assanas and mix it up at the same time in this one hour partner 
yoga. The practice is a mixture of Kundalini Yoga and partner Yoga.

 
BREATHING & MEDITATION 101 // HESH DONNERSTAG
8:00AM - 9:30AM // MIND DOME

I will bring breathing, posture and meditation techniques that combine cutting edge 
science and ancient yoga and zen buddhist principles to everyday people. It’s ALL 
ABOUT THE BASICS...

FR I DAY
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GRATITUDE YOGA: THE MAGIC OF CO-CREATING // OPHRA WERDE + 
CARMEN SPICER 
9:00AM - 10:30AM // SpIRIT DOME
The Mind Body Spirit team will take a moment to reflect on co-creation before 
moving into a powerful vinyasa that will have you flowing on your own, creating 
and connecting with a partner, and weaving in yin yoga poses before a closing 
meditation and a nourishing group savasana.

WOOM TECH // WOOM YOGA GUIDE
9:30AM - 11:00AM // WOOM DOME
An advanced 90-minute version of our signature experiential vinyasa yoga practice, 
geared towards long-time practitioners and teachers. WOOM Tech focuses on asana 
alignment, sequence creativity and repetition, as well as on reaching advanced 
postures and flowing through challenging transitions. Asanas will be broken down 
and taught in a way that enables practitioners to both practice and teach peak poses 
from a thorough understanding of the journey towards them. A strong yoga practice 
is highly encouraged. The experience also includes blindfolded segments, vocal 
toning, use of overtone-emitting instruments, and our essential oil blend.

AWAKEN WITH GRATITUDE // HILLIS PUGH 
10:00AM - 12:00pM // MIND DOME
In this gratitude seminar, together, we will define Gratitude and its benefits.

We will discover how gratitude and the Law of Attraction work together. As an 
attendee, you will focus on setting intentions and expectations, while releasing 
blocks.This will be accomplished through group exercises and your questions that 
arise throughout the day. Please come fully prepared with a clear mind, open heart, 
and willingness to receive. 

As an attendee, you can expect a fresh and insightful view on gratitude from a 
personal, yet, objective perspective.

ACROYOGA FLOW: FINDING GRACE // ELISE FOSTER & DEAN HIVELY 
10:30AM - 12:30pM // ACRO DOME
Do you like AcroYoga but need some finesse to make it feel like a graceful flow? Or 
maybe you’re an AcroYoga admirer from afar, thinking that even if you could get into 
the pose, it wouldn’t look as graceful. Newsflash: You can! Whether you’re new to 
AcroYoga or an experienced practitioner, this workshop will have something for you.

Explore the art of accessible photo-worthy AcroYoga poses and finding grace in 
the transitions between them. You’ll learn how to smoothly share weight and find 
balance with a partner. Add finishing touches to poses and transitions to make them 
look and feel like the AcroYoga you desire or admire. By then end, you’ll know many 
beautiful poses and have all the pieces to flow through a graceful sequence. No 
prerequisites or partners needed. 

SATU R DAY
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 LOVE RIPPLE & ENERGY CLEARING WORKSHOP // DANIEL MAJOR
11:00AM - 12:30pM // SpIRIT DOME
Come learn what Love state is, how to build pathways to stay in divine flow. 

You will learn techniques how to be and stay in your heart.  We will discuss bad vibes, 
negative energy, hitchhikers, attachments, cords and what to do about them.

We will practice how to program and clear crystals and playa gifts. 

You will leave with a deep sense of conviction and sovereignty as you will be much 
more comfortable working with energies.  

SUPER WOOM YOGA //  ELIAN WITH WOOM YOGA GUIDES 
11:30AM - 1:30pM // WOOM DOME

An extended 2-hour version of our signature experiential vinyasa yoga practice, 
which borrows elements from sound therapy, such as vocal meditation and use of 
overtone-emitting instruments. Super WOOM focuses on asana alignment, sequence 
creativity and repetition, as well as on reaching advanced postures and flowing 
through challenging transitions. The experience also includes blindfolded segments 
and our essential oil blend.

OPEN PLAY (SUPERVISED ACROYOGA JAM) // ACROYOGA TEAM
12:30pM - 4:00pM // ACRO DOME 

YES! LET’S // ANDRIANA SANTIAGO
12:30pM - 2:00pM // MIND DOME

YES! LET’S is a series of workshops that focuses on how improv comedy and laughter 
parallel to life, relate to communication, and inspire empowerment. 

THE POWER OF CONNECTION // ELIZABETH SALERNO
12:30pM - 1:30pM // SpIRIT DOME

This is an open level Vinyasa Yoga class that will incorporate aromatherapy. A well-
rounded practice that is perfect for all levels. Begin to deepen your practice with this 
brisk comprehensive class that will leave you invigorated and energized while at the 
same time calm your mind, body, and soul. 

SATU R DAY
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WOOM YOGA LAB // ALI CRAMER
2:00pM - 3:30pM // WOOM DOME

Explore how to weave the physical body (tangible, touchable) together with the 
subtle body (energetic, elusive) in this deep 90-minute experience. Our ingredients 
are intelligent sequencing of asana for the physical body, breathwork, chanting, 
Kundalini Kriyas and meditation to reveal the subtle body. You are invited to this 
safe space to experiment, inquire, and use the guided tools of this practice to create 
a synergistic alignment of your practice with your life. The experience includes 
blindfolded segments, use of overtone-emitting instruments, and our essential oil 
blend.

HEALING HANDS // COBI KONADU 
2:00pM - 3:00pM // MIND DOME
There is unlimited healing power that resides within your hands. You can think about 
your hands as your own personal wellness toolkit that allows you to continually 
improve the overall health and wellbeing of your body. 

The Healing Hands workshop provides the tools that will help you live a more 
conscious and aware life. What you learn today will be accessible to you for the rest 
of your life.

In this workshop you will:

-Discover the true healing power of your own touch. Know that you are your best 
asset to better living and health.

-Learn how to add daily value too your life, increasing your overall health and 
wellbeing 

-Acquire simple, yet highly effective tools to help alleviate mental, emotional and/or 
physical disharmonies when they arise

 
SACRED CREATIVITY: SHAMANIC DREAMING FOR ARTISTS // KAI ALTAIR
2:00pM - 3:30pM // SpIRIT DOME
Our ancestral roots are full of shamanic art created to alter consciousness, inspire 
connection to spirit, and tell stories of other worlds. Today artists and performers 
still speak to the muses, wear wild costumes, and spark trance-like movements from 
behind walls of booming sound. 

Working with ancient tools brought into modern times by Robert Moss’s School of 
Active Dreaming, we intend to re-awaken communication with the powers that speak 
to us in dreams. Using personal ritual and practices for inspired creation, we intend 
to help bring about a more healthy, inspired and connected world through our art.

*Learn Robert Moss’s Lightning Dreamwork Technique for interpretation & healing 
through dreams

**Learn tricks for dream recall & dream journaling

**Experience the sacred play of ‘Dream Theater’

**Develop creative ideas from dreams & daily synchronicity

**Create personal rituals for inspired performance & artistic expression

SATU R DAY
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SATU R DAY
HONORING OUR INNER LOVE & LIGHT - A JOURNEY TOWARD 
COMPASSIONATE LISTENING // GABBY CIERELO 
3:30pM - 5:00pM // MIND DOME
The workshop will consist of elements of Reiki, Trance Meditation, Breathing 
Exercises and Indigenous Healing Practices to connect us to our heart chakra. The 
facilitator will use aromatherapy, sound baths and compassionate listening exercises 
to create community in loving practices of open communication and personal 
healing. Through the use of gentle movements, deep sensory connection and music, 
participants will be led on an inner trance consciousness of awakening. Come be 
open, delighted and learn to connect to your higher self “here now to use there 
then”. May we join in a blissful awakening of the senses!
 
CAPOEIRA VINYASA: RESTORATIVE PLAY // JOSHUA LEE MALLORY
4:00pM - 5:00pM // SpIRIT DOME
A fusion of Capoeira and Yoga - enter the game of Capoeira martial arts through 
Yoga shapes and leave with some new ways of flowing and playing.

In this workshop, we will learn simple, liberating call-and-response-style songs, 
experience traditional Capoeira instruments such as the berimbau, and learn the 
fundamental movements: the “ginga”, the “skiva”, and a few playful and cunning 
acrobatic movements that will be compared to Yoga asanas for you yogis! 

Finally, we will make the final “roda”, or circle which Capoeira originated within, and 
improvise movement! This inspiring martial art encourages each participant to learn 
about their bodies through calisthenics, and converse through movement  to build 
self confidence and to learn to play beautifully - “joga bonito”.
 
WOOM EXPRESS // ELIAN ZACH-SHEMESH
4:00pM - 5:00pM // WOOM DOME
One hour of our signature vocal meditation experience, which can facilitate a 
delightful state of resonance within, as well as a deep and harmonious connection 
to others. Blindfolded, you will be encouraged to use your own voice as a powerful 
instrument, and discover its ability to become a great source of self-empowerment. 
Find the delicate balance between contributing your own unique sound to the 
collective, and being fully immersed and supported by the shared vibration. The 
experience includes a restorative meditation segment using overtone-emitting 
instruments and our essential oil blend. 

STANDING ACRO // AARON TREMPER
4:00pM - 6:00pM // ACRO DOME
This workshop will be covering the basics of a few fun poses and moving in and out 
of them safely and effectively. We will learn proper alignment and bone stacking to 
make climbing on each other easy and fun. No partners or prerequisites required.
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SATU R DAY
TAO TANTRA HEALING LOVE - MULTIORGASM AND THE MICROCOSMIC 
ORBIT // RACHEL SANTOS
5:00pM - 7:00pM // MIND DOME
What does it mean to be MultiOrgasmic? And how do we get there?? Find out in this 
introduction into the ancient wisdom of Taoist Sacred Sexuality. In this experiential 
workshop, we will debunk myths and discover what multi-orgasm means, talk about 
expanded, wave/valley and full-body orgasms, and open the MicroCosmic Orbit. This 
practice is the foundation of Healing Love, it is the primary energy channel for circulating 
and sublimating sexual energy in the body and into the higher energetic and spiritual 
centers. Based on the teachings of Master Mantak Chia, founder of Universal Healing Tao 
and author of The Multi-Orgasmic Woman, The MultiOrgasmic Man, The MultiOrgasmic 
Couple, (and about 50+ other books on Taoism!)
 
SPATIAL SOUND JOURNEY // JOSH & ELIZA
5:30pM - 7:30pM // WOOM DOME
This sound meditation explores the different acoustic and electro-acoustic layers and 
textures of sound and its property in space—how we perceive and locate vibrations that 
build and shape our reality and understanding of presence. Traditional sound meditation 
instruments will be used in concert with the WOOM Dome spatial sound system.

SUPERSONIC VINYASA // CANDACE STEVENS FEAT. MARK DEE
5:30pM - 7:30pM // SpIRIT DOME
Join Candace Stevens for a flowing, all-levels 45 minute vinyasa yoga class accompanied by 
singer/multi-instrumentalist Mark Dee, followed by a 45 minute savasana during which you 
will be lovingly bathed in sound using didjeridu, udu, crystal singing bowls, various world 
percussion instruments and voice.
 
SUNSET ACROYOGA // MENDEL ROMANENKO & BASSAM KUBBA
6:00pM - 8:00pM // ACRO DOME
Sunset. The culmination of a beautiful day and beginning of a dark night. It’s in this ‘in 
between’ stage of dusk, where night and day unite. Fusing Yoga, acrobatics, and healing 
arts, Acroyoga is about the unity between separate people. In this workshop, we will 
explore the depth of connection to ourselves and others through movement. Acrobatics 
may seem daunting but by breaking the skills down into manageable elements with a yogic 
perspective, they become readily accessible. Start your evening right. Come on your own or 
with friend - the more the merrier.

WOOM GONG // DAVID ZACH-SHEMESH
9:00pM - 10:00pM // WOOM DOME
This one-hour gong meditation can facilitate a deep state of relaxation, contribute to the 
balance of the glandular and nervous systems, improve quality of sleep, circulation and the 
ability to cope with stress. WOOM Gong is a cleansing process for the subconscious mind, 
an opportunity to immerse in the rich overtones of this ancient instrument, which work on 
the mental, emotional and spiritual bodies.
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CANDLELIT THAI MASSAGE // BECCA KRAUSS
9:00pM - 10:30pM // ACRO DOME
Melt into your own intuitive side. Giving and receiving are both powerful tools for 
personal growth. Step out from the intense energy of dancing and find your breath 
and flow here.

The ultimate in relaxation awaits you. Thai massage, often called “lazy man’s yoga” 
is a practice of using your own body weight to stretch and massage a partner. 
It combines acupressure, passive yoga stretches, muscle compression and joint 
manipulation.

In this workshop you will have the opportunity to give, receive, relax and revive. No 
experience necessary. No partner necessary.
 
INFINITE: A STUDY OF FIGURE 8 MOVEMENTS IN BELLY DANCE // 
AMANDA NICOLE CARSON
9:30pM - 11:00pM // SpIRIT DOME
The symbol of infinity has been used across the globe, and across time. In this 
workshop we will explore movements rooted in this ancient symbol, consciously 
embodying this shape with each gesture. From the ouroboros to John Wallis 
(credited with introducing the symbol of infinity in the mathematical realm) we will 
dance for the beginning, the end, and that place in the middle that represents the 
always and the infinite. Prior belly dance experience a plus but not a requirement! 
Expect hips to be swaying, arms undulating, deep breathing, and a safe place for 
expression. 

HUMMINGBIRD RISING YOGA: THE ELEMENTS // AMANDA CARSON
8:00AM - 9:30AM // SpIRIT DOME
Elemental Yoga with Amanda embodies a beautiful poem, the Song of Power. “Tierra 
es mi cuerpo, agua es mi sangre, viento es mi aliento, fuego es mi espiritu”. The 
earth is my body, water is my blood, the wind is my breath, and fire is my spirit. Four 
segments of deep, juicy, light, and inspired yoga movements and breaths to connect 
you with the elements that compose each and every one of us. Culminating in a 
mindful meditation, connecting with the element of ether. All levels.

QIGONG ENERGY CULTIVATION // ANTHONY ILLIANO 
8:00AM - 9:30AM // MIND DOME
A guided class through taking on challenges head on with a vibrant peaceful 
awareness and courage. You will receive in openness and cultivation, what you give 
in focus and effort. Using vibrant conviction to hold postures that bring you to your 
perceived edge. Train yourself to react to adversity with focus and love. Conclude 
with gentle energy cleansing.

SATU R DAY

SU N DAY
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WOOM YOGA EXPERIENCE // MARIAH BETTS
8:30AM - 10:00AM // WOOM DOME

Our signature vinyasa yoga practice borrows elements from sound therapy, 
such as vocal meditation and use of overtone- emitting instruments, and 
focuses on asana sequence creativity and repetition. Highly inspired by 
non-ordinary states of consciousness, The WOOM Yoga Experience format 
facilitates a stimulating, sense-enhancing environment for the practice. The 
experience also includes blindfolded segments, and our essential oil blend.

STRETCHING IN PUBLIC // VINNY BONANNO
10:00AM - 11:30AM // MIND DOME
A Movement of Movement!

We will open the body for going out into the world. Preparing and achieving 
peak party postures!! 

Goals: Length in body, Strength in mind, Love to All!
Sparking smiles, connections, and conversations!

DANCING IN THE DARK: SHADOWS OF DIVINE MASCULINE AND 
FEMININE // RISHE GRONER
10:00AM - 12:00pM // SpIRIT DOME
The work of our time is to harmonize and integrate our internal masculine 
and feminine elements, understanding our own shadows and bringing them 
to the light so we can learn the lessons and move forward. We’ll explore the 
underpinnings of this sacred struggle through Kabbalah and other ancient 
goddess myths, and journey into our own experience with guided meditation, 
drumming and a bass-driven dance into the depths.

WOOM YOGA EXPERIENCE // ELIAN ZACH-SHEMESH
10:30AM - 12:00pM // WOOM DOME
Our signature vinyasa yoga practice borrows elements from sound therapy, 
such as vocal meditation and use of overtone- emitting instruments, and 
focuses on asana sequence creativity and repetition. Highly inspired by 
non-ordinary states of consciousness, The WOOM Yoga Experience format 
facilitates a stimulating, sense-enhancing environment for the practice. The 
experience also includes blindfolded segments, and our essential oil blend. 

SU N DAY
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ACROYOGA’S LAST STAND // LEX PETERSON
10:30AM - 12:00pM // ACRO DOME
Ever wanted to explore those amazing partner acrobatics you see in the 
circus?  Look no further - we have you covered. Join the acro crew for advanced 
AcroYoga transitions with a master of over 10 years who will take your hand 
through each step to make advanced movements accessible.

No partners or prerequisites required. 

SOULLAB - AETHER // KELLY NEZAT
12:00pM - 2:00pM // MIND DOME
Part 3 of the elemental journey: Come Together! Join us for Elemental 
Breathwork- a deep, restorative ritual that ignites and unites: intuition, 
emotions, body, and mind.  Rejuvenation and deep connection await as we 
release into the breath and receive the magic of renewal and reconnection. 

CREATIVE HEALING COLLECTIVE // MEIRAV ONG
12:00pM - 1:00pM // SpIRIT DOME
To know grief is to know that joy and sorrow are so deeply bound together; 
at one moment you’re dancing on the highest high, and then without warning 
you’re triggered into a state of deep sadness. The Creative Healing Collective 
invites you to hold space with us to decompress from all the feels and 
emotional energy from this weekend through breathwork and mindful sharing 
of our journeys with grief and healing.

SU N DAY
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“We at Performance describe Gratitude Migration as an immersive, beach front, 
psychogenic-Jodorowsky trip, just with way more circus. And this year’s lineup 
is no exception.

Gratitude Migration is a magnet for top tier talent from around the world, and 
we are innovating by ushering in fresh faces and special guest performers, 
never before seen inside the East Coast Transformational Festival circuit!

Through careful and creative curation, we are pleased to bring you round-
the-clock programming on three state-of-the-art stages for a cumulatively 
pyramidal experience of sensorial pleasure with each performance locale 
popping off with it’s own distinct character of Awesome.”

  -- KAYTIBUNNY, pERfORMANCE DIRECTOR

fEATURING pERfORMANCES BY

GRATITUDE FIRE CONCLAVE: Wolf Bukiet, Randy Kato, Rebecca Lee, Frank Hatsis, 
Sara D’Angelo, Toby Vann, John O’Mahoney, Jonathan Cartagena, Renata Renee Bergen

MC’ing with Kaytibunny & Dr. Adventure 

Special Thanks to our Costumers & Accessorizers:
Masks for Lightning Society by Christian Rozakis

Hair & Accessories by Dana Divine the Goddess Maker

Bellydance by Lorenda 
Cinder Petrichor 
Evgeniya Entertainment 
Flame of Unity 
Flambeaux Fire  
Gratitude Glow Troupe  
The Glitter Viking 
Groovolution 
Joules Magus 
Kai Altair 

KaytiBunny 
Lightning Society 
(Members of) Enchanted 
Midnight Utopia 
OuroBoros  
Sage Sovereign  
Sensory Collective 
Setu Tribe 
Sidewinder Zahra 
Sisters of the Blooming Sun 

House of Yes • Modern GYpsies • dreaMs of tHe Last ButterfLies 

pERfORMANCES

ALI LUMINESCENT SETU TRIBE MODERN GYpSIES



FR I DAY

SATU R DAY

SU N DAY

SISTERS OF THE BLOOMING SUN + HOUSE OF YES + MODERN GYPSIES 
7:15pM // TEMpLE Of GRATITUDE
Opening Ritual with Sisters of the Blooming Sun & Live Percussionists:  “Twilight Through 
the Portals of Iris”

OPENING CEREMONY // RAINBOW PARADE!
8pM // START: TEMpLE // END: GRATITUDE STAGE
Let your freak flag fly in our Opening Ceremony Rainbow Parade! Bring your color, your 
instruments and your energy to this kaleidoscopic waterfront procession that begins at the 
Temple and riotously parks at the Gratitude Stage. 
Flags, drums, hula hoops, bubble guns, kids and large amounts of sass encouraged!

HOUSE OF DAYBURN: DAWN OF THE BURNING SUN
5:00AM-6:15 AM // GRATITUDE STAGE
Sunday Sunrise // Fire Spinning and Mermaids on the Beach

JUNXION BUCCANEER SOIREE & RENEGADE FREAKSHOW
12:00pM-3:00pM  // JUNXION STAGE
Calling all merpeople, sailors, sirens, sea captains, pirates, selkies, and sea monsters! Bring 
that nautical spirit and join in Gratitude’s last hurrah party by screaming “there she blows” 
and “walk the plank”. Seal your weekend with a cannonball bang!

DREAMS OF THE LAST BUTTERFLIES + KAI ALTAIR 
7:00pM // TEMpLE Of GRATITUDE
Join the Butterfly Queens at the Temple of Gratitude for our opening performance with 
music by Kai Altair followed by a parade to the Sculptural Bonfire by the water in front of 
Gratitude Stage! Bring your flags, drums, hula hoops, bubble guns, kids and wings!

SETU TRIBE & GRATITUDE FIRE CONCLAVE
8:00pM // SCULpTURAL BONfIRE // GRATITUDE STAGE
Hosted by M.C’s  Kaytibunny & Dr. Adventure, Gratitude’s culminating event begins after 
the Butterflies flutter unto the doorstep of our Sculptural Bonfire. From there, the sisters 
of Setu Tribe rivet with ceremonial drumming and sacred dances. A pageantry of the Mid-
Atlantic’s best and brightest fire performers follows as Gratitude Fire Conclave spin all the 
things around the Sculptural Bonfire. 
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FR I DAY

SATU R DAY

GRATITUDE STAGE
9:00pM- 3:00AM
The Flame of Unity //  Magnetic X //  Bellydance by Lorenda //  Rebecca Lee // Gratitude Glow Troupe 
Flow // Fire Hour with Lightning Society’s Evgeniya Entertainment “Magna Volta” // Sisters of the 
Blooming Sun //  Sidewinder Zahra // Cinder, Frank Hatsis + Sara D’Angelo // Flambeaux Fire & Joules 
Magus with the Glitter Viking // Cirque! With KaytiBunny Groovolution // Modern Gypsies // Circus Mafia 
// Randy K // Rebecca Lee // House of Yes! // Enchanted Hour: Members of Enchanted // Aerialists // 
Sensory Collective

JUNXION STAGE
11:00pM - 5:00AM
Gratitude Glow Flow //  Circus Mafia Groovolution The Glitter Viking // Members of Enchanted with Randy 
K // Sisters of the Blooming Sun  // Magnetic X //  Setu Tribe  // Rebecca Lee & Glow Friends Gogo // 
Gratitude Glow Troupe // Members of Midnight Utopia // Kitty Jinx  // JunXion-Beat Kitty Friends & Fam 
Open Gogo Party // Sidewinder Zahra (Interactive Snake Dancing Go-go)

LIGHTNING SOCIETY STAGE
11:00pM - 5:00AM 
Setu Tribe Jam  // Gratitude Glow Troupe  // Lightning Society Flashdance Gogo & Aerial  // House of 
Yes Aerialists // Bellydance by Lorenda  // Sage Sovereign // Cinder Petrichor  // Flambeaux Fire // Joules 
Magus // Frank Hatsis + Sara D’Angelo // Lightning Society Fire Performers with Adam Rei Siegel // The 
Flame of Unity  //  Salix Roots

GRATITUDE STAGE
SUNRISE // CINDERSTICK SpECTACULAR WITH CINDER & fRIENDS
2:00pM - 4:00pM
Sidewinder Zahra // The Mystic (Jonathan Cartegnena) // The Flame of Unity  // Renee Renata Bergan // 
Groovolution // Bellydance by Lorenda // Sisters of the Blooming Sun “Immersive Swordcery: We Take No 
Prisoners” // Kaytibunny // Kai Altair // Ouroboros
10:00pM - 4:00AM
Gratitude Glow Troupe Finale // Magnetic X: Atlantean Dreams // Sara D’Angelo, Evgeniya Radilova, Oxana 
Lukyanchenko // House of Yes Aerialists // Members of Enchanted // Randy K // The Glitter Viking // Sage 
Sovereign // Cinder Petrichor // House of Yes  // KaytiBunny // Circus Mafia // flambeaux // Modern Gypsies // 
Sisters of the Blooming Sun // Groovolution // Toby Vann // Sensory Collective 

JUNXION STAGE
12:00pM - 3:00pM
Sisters of the Blooming Sun- “Zingare fruit Offering”. pilgrimage from JunXion Camp to Live Music Biergarten Stage
10:00pM - 5:00AM
Setu Tribe // The Mystic // Sage Sovereign // Salix Roots // Sisters of the Blooming Sun  // Catarina Cunha 
// Ouroboros // Sidewinder Zahra // Sensory Collective // Joules Magus // Enchanted
// KaytiBunny // Flambeaux Fire // The Glitter Viking // Groovolution // Circus Mafia // Gratitude Glow Fire 
Showcase // Frank Hatsis & Sara D’Angelo

LIGHTNING SOCIETY STAGE
9:00pM - 4:00AM
The Flame of Unity // Gratitude Glow Troupe Flow //  Setu Tribe Flow // House of Yes Aerialists // 
Lightning Society Sensuous Cirque // Sage Sovereign // Cinder Petrichor // Randy Kato // Joules Magus // 
Aerial Spectacular! Featuring Emily Dawn Fournier & House of Yes  // Lightning Society “Danse Macabre”

pERfORMANCES BY STAGE



MUSIC
Music is the universal language that connects us all! We’ve curated a world-class 
lineup, bringing you selectors and musicians from all over the world and from our 
own backyard.
 
With four stages, and music genres ranging from Deep House, to Global Bass, 
Jazz, Disco, and Ambient music; we’ve got your beach vibes covered.
 
The Gratitude Stage will feature dance music from the genres of House, Global 
Bass, Disco, and Tribal music, with an extended set on Saturday night by headliner 
Moon Boots!
 
JunXion Stage, curated by Myk 2melo, will present that trademark JunXion mix of 
Bass, Global Bass, World Music, and Tribal Drums. 
 
The Lightning Society Stage will feature the best Deep House and Tech House our 
LS friends have to offer. 
 
We present the Biergarten Live Stage with a mix of local and international 
musicians, playing Jazz, live electronica, Funk, World music, Folk, and even a 
mashup of Dark Side Of The Moon and the Wizard Of Oz. Come to our open mic 
on Sunday and share what you’ve got!
 
  -- DAVID KISS, MUSIC DIRECTOR

DAVIDSON OSpINA DAVID KISS pENDULUM pEOpLE
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ECSTATIC DANCE
Ecstatic Dance is a community gathering for people who love to Dance.

Join us and enjoy a safe and inspiring space to dance without talking, drinking, and 
the nightclub vibe. This is about self-expression, freeing your mind and body, and 
connecting with yourself and those around you. No booze, no shoes and no chit-chat 
on the dance floor helps us keep it intentional. Amazing music helps us keep it all about 
dance!

Guidelines:
1. No talking on the dance floor (plenty of room to talk off-floor)
2. Drug-Free, Smoke-Free, Alcohol-Free environment
3. No photos or videos, cellphones muted and out of sight
4. Care/Awareness for the space and each other
5. Move your body however you wish

6. You can dance alone, or with as many partners as (you) like to join. (If you’d rather not 
dance with someone, thank them for the offer by placing your hands in prayer position 
at your heart – Namaste.)

Ecstatic Dance empowers people from all walks of life to freely express themselves, 
regardless of shape, size, and background. The liberating atmosphere creates a 
melting pot of acceptance, and the fearlessness with which people move gives newbies 
permission and courage to dance without inhibition.

See you on the Dance floor!

 

JOURNEY INTO SHABBAT // RISHE GRONER 
An Embodied Approach to Letting Go, Dropping In and Experiencing The Present 
Moment with Gratitude

Join us for the journey of receiving the presence of the Divine this weekend, creating 
sacred space on this beach and within ourselves using the ancient map of Shabbat 
practice to light candles, join in community, sing and dance, and ready ourselves for 
a weekend of magic and transformation. Experience the mystical traditions of the 
Kabbalists as we greet the Divine Feminine and honor ancestral cultures, bringing 
ourselves to the present moment in harmony.

Potluck dinner to follow in the Body Dome with added nourishment by OneTable

DJ JOURNEY WEAVER
Need a break from the pulsing beats? Journey will move your spirit and form through 
space with an ambient set. 
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IMMERSIVE SOUND BATH WITH TOM MONTAGLIANO
As a musician with over 12 years of engineering experience,  Tom Montagliano combines 
his experimental and whimsical writing style along with his passion for developing 
software to create ambient, psychedelic soundscapes for multiple speaker arrays.  
Utilizing his degree in Electrical Engineering Technology from the Rochester Institute of 
Technology, he has written his own software effects in order to control the movement 
of sound and provide people with a meticulously crafted auditory experience, while 
simultaneously affecting the senses and the soul. 

The golden vibrations he creates are most effectively absorbed in the context of his 
Immersive Sound Baths which incite introspection and the exploration of both inner and 
outer space.

SOULLAB - EARTH AND AIR
Part 2 of the elemental journey: Root down and Rise Up. In this gathering, we’ll explore 
the elements of creating a beautiful future. Join us for a journey into embodied living 
and creativity. With the help of Primordial Chi Kung, energy work and transformational 
journeywork, we will bring together the elements of Unity and Harmony. 

DANCE OF LIBERATION // DINA DIVINE
Discover the fiery lights of your authentic self in community and dance the rhythms of 
your liberated spirit. Club culture meets Earth based medicine at Dance of Liberation. 
DOL incorporates ecstatic dance, contemporary shamanism, hands on healing and global 
music. This powerful and beautiful soul work sheds inhibitions and heightens inner 
awareness. Dancers are blindfolded in the shamanic tradition and step beyond their 
conscious fears and limitations and allow their innermost creative sides to break free. 

SHAKTI RESTORATIVE YOGA // REBECCA ANTSIS
Root deep to erupt authentically. In this invigorating yet restorative class, we will utilize 
asana, meditation and pranayama to ground in the fecund energy of Shakti, the energy 
of completeness, of enoughness. Through this these avenues, we will learn to taste the 
nectar that comes from the art of staying. Staying with our breath, staying our feelings/
monkey-mind and ultimately,  staying with our authentic life as we experience it. 
Optional reiki bodywork to follow closing meditation. All genders welcome!

 
BASSYOGA // NIKKI ORTIZ & REEM ABDOU
A merging of music and movement;
BASS YOGA is an ecstatic state —
the union of body:mind:soul:senses.
this is a meditation on love —
this is about sound
:: bass :: bones :: blood :: BREATH ::
sensation + sensual delite + sensory overload.
this is about getting connected ~
rooted ~
vibrated.
this is The Foundation.
this is the way WE move.
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SONIC ATTUNEMENT FEAT. WAKEN RAIN
Sonic Attunement Sound Journey Meditation is a live, intentional sound offering 
designed for personal transformation. The experience begins with a brief talk on sound 
and how this relates to well being and states of consciousness. The talk is followed by 
group breathing exercises and then group sounding in the form of toning. As the group 
sounding naturally fades, the meditative sound journey begins. 

The Sonic Attunement experience implements non-western tuning systems that are 
designed to work with the human body and consciousness in a more harmonious way 
when compared to modern tuning systems.  The experience focuses on applied sound 
for personal transformation, sound as a healing modality.  Gongs, singing bowls, tuning 
forks, modern electronics and specialized algorithms design by Rain Wakefield mix in a 
blend where future meets primitive.  The experience is designed to balance the body by 
accessing the central nervous system with sound.  In this way a state of calm and balance 
is created through the laws of resonance.
 
BEING:SOUND BASS MEDITATION AND JORO BORO AMBIENT SET
being:sound (Mary Frisbee and Joro Boro) is a project that uses sound as a tool for 
mindfulness. The project is an evolving collaboration with other performers, and for this 
iteration it will feature Joro-Boro and guests.

being:sound uses the format of a Bass Ritual - a sound meditation merging the use of 
acoustic instruments with deep electronic sub-bass.

being:sound brings attention to the experience of sound as being.
 

KUNDALINI YOGA AND MEDITATION // ZOOB FERNANDEZ
Awaken the primal cosmic force within, elevating consciousness, whilst purifying the 
chakras to experience infinity and supreme ecstasy! We will breath, chant, pose, sing, 
dance, and heal together!

 
“Flow arts describes the movement-based play-form centered 
around an object. In a state of flow, body merges with prop and 
the two move as a single unit. Gratitude’s Flow Zone provides 
toys and teachers so that anyone wishing to experience flow or 
supercharge their spin skills can gather, teach, learn and share.” 

  -- WOLF BUKIET, fLOW ZONE LEAD

fLOW ZONE
LOCATED AT THE TEMpLE Of GRATITUDE
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2:00PM // FIND YOUR HOOP FLOW // SHANNON FOLEY
This workshop covers some basic hula hoop tricks (on and off body) while 
incorporating expressive movement.
 
3:00PM // INTRO TO DOUBLE STAFF // WOLF BUKIET
Learn the how to spin double staffs with style, grace and flair. 
 
4:00PM // FLOW JOURNEY // WOLF BUKIET 
Come find your flow. Bring your own props or use ours.
A meditative workshop where you will learn more about yourself, your practice, and 
elements of dance.

12:00 PM // ROPE DART 101 - FROM NO WHERE TO NOW HERE 
// FRANK HATSIS
This is a basics/fundamental class designed to get students up and moving in a 
relatively short amount of time.
  
1:00PM // INTRO TO HOOPDANCE // JONATHAN CARTAGENA
Come experience the BLISS that comes with finding freedom and flow in your 
hoopdance. 

12:00PM // 3 BALL TRICKS // MIKEY MANGORILLA
Can you juggle? Learn some beginner and intermediate three ball tricks.
 
1:00PM // BALANCING OBJECTS ON YOUR BODY // MIKEY MANGORILLA
Learning the art of balance, props on fingers , and arms, and face, and feet
 
2:00PM // HOOPTIME: LET’S GET VERTICAL! VERTICAL!  
// JENNIFER HARMONY TURAY
Intro-Intermediate Hoop class that focuses on all things vertical!
 
3:00PM // MOVEMENT MEDITATION: FLOW ART FUSION 
// BRIöNA VOODOO
A meditative workshop where you will learn more about yourself, your practice, and 
elements of dance.
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FR I DAY
HOW TO CREATE SACRED SPACE ANYWHERE, ANYTIME! 
2pM-3pM // WINTER CLARK 
3 ways to create loving boundaries for personalized sacred space, no 
matter where you are.

“THAT IS THE SCARY YOGA, RIGHT?“ 3 WAYS KUNDALINI YOGA CAN 
GUIDE US TO A STATE Of fEARLESSNESS *(TO BRIDGE HEAVEN AND EARTH) 
4pM-5pM // SARAH pETROSKY
Introduction to Kundalini energy. How Breath, Mantra, and strengthening the Navel 
Center helps create willpower, reduce anxiety, and promote relaxation.
Several serious sport induced concussions over the years led Sarah to dive deep 
into meditation to heal her brain and trauma-induced depression. She unleashed 
newfound focus and clarity levels as well as transformationally reached deeper 
relaxation all through movement and meditation.

REDEFINING WORK - ALIGNING YOUR HEART WITH YOUR LIVING
3pM-4pM // BETH WEINSTEIN
The Hot topics:
*Overcoming fears to start a business, or do the work you really want to do. *Why 
you need to bring your gifts and passions out to the world. *Shifting perspectives of 
“work” and “money”. *Simple steps to start achieving your goals. *How to do work 
you truly love (...and make money with it). *Doing work in alignment with your heart. 
*The future of work, money and sustainable heart-centered businesses. *How to make 
money in service to others.
Manifesting techniques for work/money/business goals. *Working with the moon, 
seasons, and natural rhythms in order to get sh*t done. *Wealth consciousness. *How 
you do less “work” when in alignment with your calling.  AND MUCH MORE!

SCHOOL Of DREAMS
SpEAKER STAGE

 “Inspired by the cycles and flow of new & seasoned friends, 
acquaintances and ‘no longer strangers’ who have reached out during 
their search for better ways of Being, Living and Loving - this year’s 
School of Dreams takes us on a practical as well as esoteric and 
shamanistic journey of Well Being and being able to “Level Up” as well 
as thrive holistically in co-existence with all sentient beings. 

Let’s do this!!”

  -- ERIKA BROWN, SCHOOL Of DREAMS LEAD
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THE PATH OF TANTRIC AWARENESS 
5pM-6pM // TARA URSZULA pIETRZYKOWSKA
Exploring how Tantra approach to life and Tantric practices with partner or alone can 
bring more connection, meaning and fulfillment in all areas of our lives. Introducing 
the concept of “energy orgasms” - powerful energy explosions in our bodies that 
bring the energy up to higher chakras for heart and spiritual opening and bring us in 
touch with our deepest essence and the divine.

HOW TO TRAVEL LIKE A ROCKSTAR ON BACKPACKER BUDGET!
9AM-10AM // LARRY DVOSKIN 
Larry recently completed a sabbatical in Thailand, Mynamar, and Cambodia.
where he learned many tips to save money while traveling first rate/first class in some 
cases whilst seeing the world. He is honored to return to Gratitude Migration to share 
an informal conversation about how it costs more to stay home in NYC area, than 
travel and see the world. 

BUILDING A CREATIVE BUSINESS
11AM-12pM //  TAYLOR SWOpE
Through guided note taking and group discussion, we will walk through the process 
of developing a marketable idea and the nuts and bolts of starting a creative 
business, as well as how to navigate the inevitable pitfalls and emotional hurdles 
involved. Workshop will be
Suitable for those in search of their big idea and for those who have their big idea 
but don’t know what to do do with it.

HOW TO RAISE YOUR VIBRATION WITH REIKI AND SOUND
10AM-11AM // VICTORIA pOWELL
In this talk, we will explore and discover ways to align with nature’s harmonic series. 
Whether it’s through the voice, or through tuning forks or singing bowls we can learn 
to tune our minds and bodies to their natural state of harmony. 
We will touch on the difference between Equal Temperament and Just Intonation 
tuning systems. And last but definitely not least, we will sample a few of the Solfeggio 
frequencies during a sound meditation and uncover how these different frequencies 
can affect our states of being. Her personal experience of using metaphysical healing 
to treat and transform psychosomatic pain is what inspires her to teach others about 
Reiki, energy healing and sound healing.

PRANA, TECHNOLOGY & RESTLESSNESS
7pM-8pM // MICHAEL HEWETT
An exploration into the interconnections of human energetic anatomy, social media 
technologies and restlessness. A yogic toolkit for the modern age.

THRIVING AFTER CANCER 
6pM-7pM // AMEENA MEER
Strategies and recipes for thriving after cancer treatments or preventing cancer to 
begin with.
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SATU R DAY
GRATITUDE MEDITATION
12pM-1pM// DADA GUNAMUKTANANDA
Dada a yogic monk and meditation teacher of Ananda Marga. 

Meditation is about finding the essence of yourself within yourself and realizing that 
essence as the inner self of all beings and the entire universe. This I believe will lead 
to the greatest happiness and fulfillment for everyone and the whole society, and 
that’s why my mission is to teach meditation to as many people as possible.

MAKING FRIENDS WITH YOUR MICROBES
2pM-3pM // KEVIN SpYKER
Making Friends With Your Microbes” demystifies our human Microbiome, the web 
of symbiotic life-forms within each of us. The presentation explores how our diets 
relate to human history, and how traditional methods of fermentation create “living 
foods” that bolster our digestion and immunity. By understanding the role of these 
microbes in our bodies, sourcing high-quality foods, and detoxifying our homes, we 
all can learn to achieve and maintain vibrant health

BEYOND DUALITY - CREATING FREEDOM & ABUNDANCE
3pM-4pM // RAIN WAKEfIELD
This workshop includes a talk and hands-on presentation of practical tools, breathing 
exercises and techniques that cultivate presence, balance and centered peace. The 
talk aims to establish a higher perspective that exists outside duality based systems. 
Story telling, metaphor and scientific findings are used to impart knowledge, expand 
the mind and illuminate the pitfalls of duality consciousness. Esoteric wisdom meets 
quantified science to reveal that there is a higher state of being beyond duality.

RADICAL RE-WIRING FOR THE REVOLUTION
4pM-5pM // HD pSYCHEK
Radical Rewiring for the Revolution is a friendly reminder about the personal 
responsibility that we each have to co-create the world that we envision. De-
programming our belief structures from the old paradigm and rewiring ourselves for 
access to our deepest power.

ONE GOLDEN THREAD
1pM-2pM // JEff SCULT
We were each born golden, in a state of pure love. One Golden Thread is a simple 
reminder that we are already Golden, and that at any time we can come home to 
reclaim our misplaced voice and power.
In this talk, we will begin with a beautiful 9 minute meditation and then share 
practical wisdom to follow the golden thread back to our hearts and remind that we 
are all connected as one. This will be a shared experience, your voice will be invited, 
your gift to contribute. 
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CONSCIOUS CONSUMERISM  - WHAT TO BUY FOR YOUR FAMILIES
5pM-6pM // A GROUp DISCUSSION WITH SHANNON SHIANG



SATU R DAY

OPEN JAM
9pM-10pM // LARRY DVOSKIN
Mr. Dvoskin (aka Miracle, his Burner alias) has worked as musician, songwriter, & 
producer with David Bowie, Van Halen, MGMT, Sean Lennon, Bono, and is a professor 
of music at New York University.

THE GIFT OF GRATITUDE: CHANGE YOUR REALITY, CHANGE THE WORLD
8AM-9AM // RISHE GRONER
When we come together at Gratitude Migration, we experience life on a new 
vibration: The vibration of gratitude. We practice gratitude by living in the moment, 
counting our blessings, and recognizing all the abundance we already have. It’s with 
gratitude that we’re able to change the world, and just by being here we’re already 
doing it.

PEACE IS NOT ONLY POSSIBLE, IT IS RATIONAL AND INEVITABLE 
11AM-12pM // CHRISTOpHER SALATA
This will be a discussion centered around ways we design the collective future that 
we want.  We will cover transformative and exponential technologies that can assist 
us in building a post-scarcity future, and most importantly talk about Human’s most 
important technology, ‘our imagination’.

THE CITY OF OSMIO, AUTHENTICITY, AND INTERNET SECURITY
10AM-11AM // MIKE MATURO
The City of Osmio is a municipality that was chartered in 2005 at a meeting at the 
Geneva headquarters of the ITU, an agency of the United Nations. After years of 
development it is about to be presented to the world. Osmio promotes Internet 
safety and security through a new security paradigm based around “accountable 
anonymity.” In this session, I’ll explain this new information paradigm and opportunity 
for Internet citizens everywhere.

MICHAEL HEWETT: MUSES CONCERT
7pM-8pM
‘Muses’ is an audio diary of nine love songs composed across three continents over 
the past three years. All original music written for 12 string electric & acoustic, nylon 
string & steel string acoustic guitars.

WHAT HIMALAYAN SINGING BOWLS REALLY DO
6pM-7pM // GUY YAIR BEIDER 
Guy will provide scientifically based explanation of how the complex sound of 
Himalayan singing bowls affects brain activity.
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PLANT MEDICINE OF THE AMAZON- CONNECTING TO THE 
MULTIVERSE (CHANTING & ICAROS) 
9AM-10AM // LAUREL ZUKOWSKI
Laurel’s newest calling was to the jungle where she is now focusing her studies; 
connecting to the ancient medicine and plant teachers of the jungle. 

SU N DAY



THEME CAMpS

VILLAGES

JUNXION VILLAGE
BAMBOO fOREST // pHOENIX SUMMIT
Migrate on over to the JunXion village and celebrate with us on the beach. Featuring 
Ambrosia Elixir lounge, the Keep Bar, the JunXion sound stage with the best global DJs, 
and so much more. Relax in our lounge, sip a cocktail, get a massage, share some stories 
with your feet in the sand. JunXion is a meeting place where multiple roads converge and 
YOU are at the center. 
 
LIGHTNING SOCIETY VILLAGE
MAGNETIC fIELD // LIGHTNING GROVE
Cool down, rest up, get centered, glitter, glam and bejewel at the Lightning Society Village. 
We will have beautification faeries, massage, reiki healers, and sound meditation guides 
floating around all weekend. At peak sunshine hours we will be serving Curious Elixirs and 
Harmless Harvest Organic Coconut water under our expansive shaded area.

THEME CAMPS

ACRO CAMP // SIREN’S SANCTUARY 
AcroYoga, the hottest craze spreading across the world. The basis for AcroYoga is the 
philosophy of community. Through the human connection of touch and listening, beautiful 
movements evolve. AcroYoga is built off of 3 pillars - Yoga, Acrobatics, and Thai Massage 
healing. Stop by to bond with these open-hearted, fun souls who are badasses and love to 
share their sweet skills 
Check the AcroDome next door for a beginner’s class on AcroYoga, Thai massage, or just 
come by open play time and make some friends. See for yourself how fun and accessible 
AcroYoga is. Classes and play happening nonstop. NO EXPERIENCE OR PARTNER 
NECESSARY.

“Magic happens when we work together!” 

  -- JADE LEVINSON, THEME CAMp AMBASSADOR
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A FOREST DARK // NOMAD’S DEN
The Dark Forest Bar + L’Inferno Themed Camp is a preview of an immersive theater 
experience launching in the Fall of 2017, that will take participants on a thrilling journey 
into the timeless depths of a reimagined Dante’s Inferno. Immersive performances to 
enrich your bar experience each night!
Friday 10:00-11:00PM  // Lose Yourself in a Three Beast Immersion
Saturday PM // Garden of Eden Rosé Soiree Sponsored by Célange
Saturday PM // A Harpies Delight
Sunday Afternoon // A Poetic Enlightenment 

BASECAMP // HEALER’S HOLLOW 
Basecamp is a safe space for Gratitude Migration attendees who are living sober: 
substance free (no booze, no drugs.) Come be hyper-present with us, connect, and 
decompress with a sober community in shared or private tent-spaces. We welcome first-
timers or veterans. Not directly affiliated with any 12 step programs. We’ll be holding 
morning meetings and we’ll be available for check-ins.

COOL BEANS // fAIRY GLEN
Cool Beans is a collective of music lovers based in Boston who are looking for ways to 
grow together as a group of like-minded individuals with interests in music, community, 
spiritual growth, and activities bonding. We’ll be hosting a Decor Your Own Hand Fan (first 
come, first serve - limited quantity) at our Art Station located at the Cool Beans Theme 
Camp under the blue canopy (there will be a sign). There will be white paper hand fans and 
a bunch of art supplies for you to decorate your own fan and keep cool at the festival! First 
50+ guests will get a chance to grab an Epic Wipe for themselves! 
12PM-4PM DAILY
 
ECSTATIC DANCE // BAMBOO fOREST
Ecstatic Dance is a community gathering for people who love to Dance.
 
Ecstatic Dance empowers people from all walks of life to freely express themselves, 
regardless of shape, size, and background. The liberating atmosphere creates a melting 
pot of acceptance, and the fearlessness with which people move, gives newbies permission 
and courage to dance without inhibition.
 
See you on the Dance floor!
 
FLOATY CORRAL // fAIRY GLEN
You forgot your floaty?! Your floaty has a hole?! You’re out of breath?! You don’t know 
where to park your floaty behemoth?! We got you covered ;-)
Come by the Floaty Corral to borrow a beast and for patch kits, pumps, and mooring 
for your crazy 10 person Unicorn raft. Join us for our sunset rowdy round-ups!!!! Yee-
hawww!!!!! 

HYPERSPACE CARROTS // SIREN’S SANCTUARY
Meditate with us in the Bio-glome, a hanging fresh flower garden with unique lighting 
installations. All weekend. 
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KIKI’S CANTINA // LIGHTNING GROVE
Stop by Kiki’s for the best of sunrise and sunset all weekend.  Recharge and soak in the 
MexiCali beach vibes in our shaded hammock lounge. Creative activities will be offered 
and if you’re lucky, you also might catch the fruity drinks, cold brew horchatas and tasty 
treats that will be gifted throughout the weekend. 
 
 All weekend, Sunrise and Sunset
 
KOSTUME KULT // fAIRY GLEN
Sunglass Bedazzle Station- Come dive into your creativity by stylizing your very own 
unique set of eye gear at our bedazzling station.  Funky eclectic and silly craft items 
accepted as donations.  
Saturday  11:00AM-4:00PM
 
MISTER ROGERS // SIREN’S SANCTUARY 
Come relax in the serene embrace of Mister Roger’s Tranquil Tea Lounge. Chill out on one 
of the shaded cabana beds while you sip on one of the iced tea varieties - peppermint, 
hibiscus, lavender, Thai, matcha, and more. Beverages are complimentary while supplies 
last!
Friday: 4:00PM-6:00PM
Saturday: 3:00PM-5:00PM
Sunday: 10:00AM-12:00PM
 
Sunday // 12:00PM - 1:00PM // “One Flow for the Road” - Revitalizing Vinyasa Yoga Class 
w/ Carmen Spicer
Come get inspired to live in full self-expression! Time to play! During this invigorating 
vinyasa practice, Carmen will encourage you to push yourself to the edge of your comfort 
zone in order to grow. After a nice long weekend of letting go, let’s stretch it out and 
breathe one last time before we pack it up and hit the road. This class will allow you to 
process and absorb the festival by providing space for a moment in the in-between— after 
the party and before the long ride home.
 
NEW YORK DANGEROUS // pHOENIX SUMMIT 
New York Dangerous is a New York-based Burning Man theme camp which brings 75 
campers each year to Black Rock City and hosts such dangerous events and activities 
as Running With Scissors, Talking to Strangers/Dangerous Liaisons, Playing With Fire 
Medallion Burning Station, the Put Your Eye Out Shooting Gallery, and our popular 
Strangers With Candy vending machine.
 
PEDAL PIES // MERMAID LAGOON 
Pedal Pies (sometimes PiePedals) is a collective of kindred spirits with a mission of serving 
delicious wood-fired pizza at the most unexpected spacetime...keep your noses peeled! 
We also like holding space for silly amazing things to happen, by providing a monkeyhut 
chill space, fun lighting, tiki torches, and art. Most importantly, we’ve been voted #1 
comfort food at Burning Man 21 years running, and we firmly believe in the following 3 
burner principles: look good, have fun, safety 3rd.
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FRIDAY
CREATE AN ALTAR // 4:00pM-5:00pM
Throughout the weekend we’ll encourage our kids to create a sacred space where they 
can go and reset when they need to. This is the place they can put all the things that are 
special to them and center that positive energy. Children are invited to add anything of 
their choosing, small toys, crystals flowers, family photos, personal items.  We will continue 
to add to the altar throughout the weekend with things the children find like shells, sticks, 
rocks, etc. This will be a flameless altar (no incense, candles, sage, etc.) 
 
SAND CASTLES // 5:00-6:00pM
Come build your own sandcastle, or join us as we begin work on the Family Camp Sand 
Fortress - to be added to and decorated throughout the festival!
 
FAMILY DRUM CIRCLE // 6:00pM-7:00pM
Come sing, chant and drum with the future generation in a beautiful welcoming circle.  All 
are welcome - bring a percussion instrument if you have one. 

REJUVENATION CAMP // pHOENIX SUMMIT 
Rejuvenation is a camp aiming to promote the positive characteristics of the underground 
music community. It is a safe place, meant to provide support, comfort and facilitate the 
healing of the mind, the body and spirit. We feature a variety of different musical styles 
meant to embody the spectrum of human emotions. We believe in the creation of a safe 
environment in which inclusion is promoted and rewarded.

SPINCO // UNICORN SHIRE // MAKER’S COMMONS
The Philadelphia Spin Coalition (SpinCo) is an nonprofit organization that celebrates 
the growing movement arts culture in the Greater Philadelphia Area. SpinCo facilitates 
affordable and accessible community gatherings and educational experiences for people 
of all ages and backgrounds.
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MINI-MIGRATORS fAMILY CAMp
Gratitude Migration Family Camp is theme camp of diverse families committed to 
creating a transformational festival experience for the whole family.  
 
We are committed to providing a family focused village at Gratitude Migration.  
We are greatly looking forward to connecting and building a transformational 
experience for the whole family at Gratitude Migration 2017!

 “It takes a village to raise a child.”
   -- AfRICAN pROVERB
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SATURDAY

SUN SALUTATIONS // 8:00AM-9:00AM
Join us as we say good morning to the day with guided sun salutations and stretching for 
all ages. for all ages.

MINI MIGRATORS TRIBE PHOTO // 9:30AM-10:00AM
All families, volunteers and participants are invited to join us for the 2016 Mini Migrators 
Tribe Photo!  Dress to impress!! 

 TRIBAL FACE/BODY PAINTING // 10:30AM-12:00pM
Get started on a wild and creative day by using your face and body as a canvas!
 
DIVINE CROWN WORKSHOP // 12:00pM-1:30pM
Join us as we create beautiful summer headdresses!
 
FAMILY HAPPY HOUR // 4:00pM-6:00pM
Bring the whole family for a meet and greet of Mini Migrators.  Lemonade for children and 
spirits for adults.  Please BYO cup.

FAMILY KARAOKE // 5:00pM-6:00pM
Join us while we sing along to our favorite family friendly tunes! 
 

SUNDAY

SUN SALUTATIONS // 8:00AM-9:00AM
Join us as we say good morning to the day with guided sun salutations and stretching for 
all ages.

WALK OF GRATITUDE // 10:00AM-11:30AM
Join us as we take a group walk around Gratitude Migration and  share our love and thank 
yous to all the participants, volunteers, staff, artists, and performers! 
 
IMPROV JAM WITH KIDS WITH ZIP ZAP ZOOM // 12:00pM-1:00pM
Circle Work Games like “Breadbasket”, ”The name game”, and “Pass the Invisible Ball”.
Participant should bring: Their listening skills, sunscreen, water and their excitement.

 SPLASH AROUND, BREAK DOWN & GOODBYES //2:00pM-6:00pM

SUpERVISED KIDDIE SWIM IN KIDDIE pOOL ONLY, pLEASE!
pLEASE BE AWARE Of YOUR CHILDREN AT ALL TIMES.
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SCULpTURAL BONfIRE AND 
SpECIAL RITUALS

2ND ANNUAL SCULPTURAL BONFIRE CEREMONY
SATURDAY // 8:00pM // GRATITUDE STAGE WATERfRONT
 
SCULPTURAL BONFIRE TEAM
Monk E Burnswell
Hedy Sirico
Erika Zahmer
and the HM Pyrotechnics Crew
 
WORLDTOWN SOUND SYSTEM
The exciting and energetic Worldtown SoundSystem is a live house music 
band that fuses musical elements from around the world. With members 
from Jamaica, Nigeria, Brazil, Alabama, Vermont and Philadelphia, it truly 
captures the essence of global culture through music. Based in Philadelphia, 
PA, our focus is to unite cultures through various realms of entertainment 
and celebrate the wide spectrum of diversity in America. Peace, Love, Fun, 
Everywhere, Everyone.
 
SETU TRIBE
Setu Tribe is a band of PEXies, led by Geri Omni, who come together to 
perform a collectively choreographed dance. Each movement is derived from 
an experience had within the burner community, making the dance into a 
series of pivotal moments that each Tribes Woman shares. SETU (meaning 
“bridge”) connects us all to these powerful moments as it heals and uplifts 
through the dance.
 



OPENING CEREMONY
fRIDAY // 8:00pM // GRATITUDE STAGE
Join Tasha Blank, Sisters of the Blooming Sun, live percussionists, Setu Tribe, 
and Flame of Unity to call in the elements and set intentions as a group. 
Take a moment to breathe into the life you want to create for yourself in 
this dreamscape, and sit with the deepest purpose of a life of gratitude.

DAWN OF THE BURNING SUN BY HOUSE OF DAYBURN
SUNDAY // 5:00AM-6:15AM // GRATITUDE STAGE
Dawn of the Burning Sun is a sunrise salutation concert and consciousness 
gathering created and guided by composer Dayburn. The event made 
its first debut at Burning Man 2014 and is now a focal piece each year at 
the Black Rock Observatory, partnered with the incredible Burning Sky 
skydivers. 

The intention of this concert is to provide introspective music to pair with 
mindful activities for connections with nature, our inner selves, and our 
emotions.

VOLUNTEER APPRECIATION PARTY
SUNDAY // 2:00pM // LOCATION TBD - CHECK VOLUNTEER 
DOME fOR UpDATES!

CLOSING CEREMONY
SUNDAY // 4:00pM // GRATITUDE STAGE
Turn your attention to the main stage before the festival’s close and help us 
bid adieu to the weekend, with love.
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SPECIAL FESTIVAL-WIDE RITUALS
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SECURITY
Security will be posted at the perimeter of the event and at the front gate. In the 
event that you need to contact security you can go to the security headquarters 
located near the front gate or inform a safety department member at any of their 
respective tents on the beach and they will contact security for you. We’re all here to 
help!
 
MEDICAL
If you need assistance from the Medical team you can go to the first aid tent located 
next to Center Camp or inform a safety department member at any of their respective 
tents on the beach and they will assist you. 
 
RANGERS
Rangers function primarily as non-confrontational community mediators. They are 
not your mom, and they are not the police. If you are looking for a way to participate 
and you like helping people then come check out our Ranger training on Friday at 
5:00 PM located at the Main Ranger HQ located near the Mind/Body/Spirit domes. If 
you need a Ranger you can go to Ranger HQ or any of the other safety department 
tents on the beach and they will help you contact a Ranger. 
 
AQUA SQUAD (LIFE GUARDS)
The Aqua Squad provides all Gratitude Migration participants with a safe and positive 
environment when using the designated swimming areas during the hours of 9am 
to 7pm. In addition to keeping the water areas safe, the Aqua Squad members are a 
great resource for information about the festival rules, events, and who to contact if 
there is an emergency. 

MARITIME (BOAT & WATER PATROL)
The Maritime team oversees and assists all vessels attending Gratitude Migration 
to operate in a safe and courteous manner. All USCG-required safety gear MUST 
be onboard at all times, including one PFD per registered boat occupant. The NJ 
State Marine Police and USCG will be periodically patrolling the area; so safe and 
lawful operation is a must! Unsafe operation or other hazardous conditions upon a 
registered vessel will lead to evoked attendance. Safe boating is 99% common sense. 
Think before you act, and everyone will have an amazing experience.

FIRE SAFETY
Fires are permitted in designated fire pits only, which must be a minimum of 10 
feet away from all structures, tents, vehicles, and art. Burning plastic or inorganic 
materials is prohibited.

pARTICIpANT SAfETY
“Love yourself and each other in mind, body and spirit. Stay cool and drink water!”
 
 -- CARRIE ANNE, OpERATIONS MANAGER, SAfETY DIRECTOR
  KITTY SHARMAN, SAfETY MANAGER
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Fire spinning is only permitted in designated performance areas on site with advance 
registration with our Performance Coordinator and Safety Coordinator. All fire performers 
must sign a waiver and attend a mandatory safety meeting before lighting up. All 
Volunteer Fire Safeties must provide proof of certification and go through an orientation 
with our Fire Safety Leads first.

ABSOLUTELY NO FIRES ON THE GROUND OR BEACH!     
  
FIREWORKS: 
Absolutely no fireworks, firearms, rockets, or other explosives are allowed.  Any use of 
these or similar items will result in removal from the event and banning from future events.
 
WEATHER SAFETY 
The forecast will be consistently Monitored by satellite radar readings and the NOAA 
weather radio.

THE WEATHER TEAM WILL USE A 6 COLOR CODES TO ALERT GUESTS Of THE WEATHER 
STATUS:
GREEN: All Clear, Party On!
YELLOW ALERT: Party On! Communication and preparation for inclement weather 
ORANGE ALERT: No lightning. Light rain. Play in the rain! 
PURPLE ALERT: Storm on site. Find shelter on the beach and Party On! 
RED WARNING: Lighting and heavy weather impending.
CONDITION BLACK: Evacuation 
 
We will make announcements across the beach if the weather status reaches purple or 
higher. You can inquire about the weather status at the Maritime tent and updates will be 
posted frequently online. 
 
EMERGENCY EVACUATION
In the event that we need to evacuate the beach please reference the following:
Stay Calm 
Signs will be posted regarding the closest evacuation route from key areas across the 
beach.
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EGRESS MAP



EMOTIONAL HEALTH

LOVE PATROL      
Love Patrol is designed to ensure our festival participants have a wonderful 
experience at Gratitude Migration. Our goal is to spread LOVE and 
GRATITUDE to all and elevate the positive energy of the festival. 
 
SANCTUARY
Sanctuary is a safe space for our guests who might be experiencing strong 
emotional, spiritual, and/or transcendent experiences. Our goal is to fully be 
there, sit, listen, and support these guests in such a fashion that they may 
leave our space feeling as though they accomplished new ways of thinking/
perceiving/being that they may not have had before our interaction. If you 
or a friend is in need of sanctuary please find a Ranger and they will assist 
you.
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CAMpING pOLICIES
This is a communal camping ground where respecting your neighbors 
is number one. In our Gratitude Migration DREAMWORLD, there are 
only a few rules but they’re there to keep us safe, happy and grateful. 

LEAVE NO TRACE
At Gratitude Migration, the core of everything we do starts with a 
dedication to our natural world. So, let’s show gratitude for our beautiful 
planet, the local community of Keansburg, and the delicate ecosystem of 
the Jersey Shore where we plant our dream world. 
 
Please bring your own reusable water bottle, eco-ware for dining, and use 
our Sustainability Stations responsibly by sorting your garbage properly. 
Please remove extra packaging before arriving on the beach, and don’t 
bring more than you need. It only take a few seconds to make decisions 
that positively influence many creatures!  

GATE AND ENTRY
GATE HOURS
Friday: 10:00AM-midnight
Saturday: 10:00AM-midnight
Sunday: 10:00AM-noon
Upon entry, all guests will be required to check in and receive a wristband, 
which must be worn AT ALL TIMES throughout the duration of the event. 
Ins and outs are strongly discouraged. 
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WATER & ICE
We believe in free water as a human right! Safe drinking water is available 
in large tanks in 12 convenient locations throughout the beach. In order to 
show our Gratitude for the environment, we encourage you to use a reusable, 
refillable bottle (available to purchase onsite) rather than plastic bottles.

Ice is available for purchase at bars and bodegas on site!

SOUND
This is a communal camping ground, so no amplified sound systems will be 
allowed in the camping area. Boomboxes and iPod speakers are fine, at ambient 
volumes. Please respect that your neighbors who may be trying to catch some 
sleep during the late night hours.

POWER
Personal solar driven generators are allowed in the camping area. However, gas 
is prohibited for fire safety. We will have limited charging stations available at 
LNT & Sustainability Stations, however please be mindful, since power is limited. 
We recommend charging up what you need beforehand and learning to live as 
off-the-grid as possible - it’s only three days!

CAMPGROUNDS AND THEME CAMPS
When setting up your camp, please be mindful of our reserved camping spaces, 
which have been allocated for theme camps, artists, crew, and volunteers. Our 
campground guardians will assist you in finding a place to call home for the 
weekend. There is plenty of beachfront property to go around!

ALCOHOL  & BODEGAS
Due to NJ state laws regarding liquor, no outside alcohol will be permitted 
into the festival grounds. Please do not bring any, as it will be confiscated at 
Security, and we don’t want that either! Please don’t bring booze!

But don’t worry!

We’ll have beer and other alcohol available on site as well as beautifully crafted 
cocktails to keep your thirst quenched. Less schlepping, more fun for everyone!
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CULINARY COVE

We have partnered with local vendors in the NYC and New Jersey area, 
focusing on sustainable plant-based produce to provide food that is as 
environmentally conscious as it is delicious. Our wonderful food truck 
lineup will be located just outside the gate. No cooking on open flames 
is permitted in the camping area. Propane or coal grills are permitted 
in the designated Culinary Cove picnic area, which is located near the 
Gate. 
 
Organic coffee, non-alcoholic state changing elixirs, and other healthy 
goodness will be available at Center Camp.

All vendors use locally and responsibly sourced ingredients and use 
biodegradable or 100% recyclable cutlery, plateware, and cups. Please 
sort garbage appropriately at our Sustainability Stations after a meal!

 

POP UP RESTAURANT AT THE BIERGARTEN!
SATURDAY // 5:00pM // LIVE MUSIC BIERGARTEN
This year, we’re happy to announce the first ever pop up restaurant on 
the beach, featuring all of your favorite food vendors who have worked 
so hard to bring nourishment to hELLO BEACH for us all! You spoke, 
and we listened - so we’re bringing the food closer to the party to keep 
everyone fed, healthy, and happy!

THIS YEAR’S EXTRAORDINARY VENDORS

CHEESE STREET 
THE DEEP END 

NYOTA TASTING 
SHORE SHACK 

CHICKEN DADDY 
ZUZU CONFECTIONS 
WARUNG ROADSIDE
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THE GIfT Of GRATITUDE

IT TAKES ALL KINDS TO BUILD A fESTIVAL. SO MANY HEARTS AND HANDS 
CONTRIBUTED TO MAKING THIS fESTIVAL WHAT IT IS, AND WE COULDN’T HAVE DONE 

IT WITHOUT 
EACH AND EVERY ONE Of YOU.

 
WE CAN’T MENTION YOU ALL BY NAME, BUT WE CAN TRY.

 
TO THE TOWN Of KEANSBURG:

MAYOR GEORGE HOff, BOROUGH MANAGER RAYMOND O’HARE, THE BOROUGH 
COUNCIL, KEANSBURG fIRE DEpARTMENT, KEANSBURG pOLICE DEpARTMENT, 

KEANSBURG DOB, KEANSBURG DpW, AND THE KEANSBURG BUSINESS COUNCIL 
fOR BELIEVING IN US fROM THE BEGINNING AND CO-CREATING WITH US AS OUR 

GRACIOUS HOSTS. 

TO THOSE WHO LIVE IN THIS TOWN YEAR-ROUND AND SO GRACIOUSLY SHARE YOUR 
BEACH WITH US fOR THIS WEEKEND.

 
TO SpARKY, fOR SHARING YOUR HOME AND YOUR HEART WITH US.

TO DEME AND TEE, fOR BEING THE VISIONARIES THAT GOT US ALL HERE.
 

THANK YOU.

fEATURED pHOTOS BY ADAM SUH (REDLITE pHOTOS), ERAJ ASADI, pETER RUpRECHT, 
RANDY pHOTOGRApHY, & SASHA B pHOTO
THANK YOU fOR CApTURING OUR LIGHT.

fEATURED ARTWORK BY THE ONE AND ONLY BURGANDY VISCOSI.

AND AN IMMEASURABLE THANK YOU TO OUR AMAZING CREW, STAff, VOLUNTEERS, 
ARTISTS, TALENT, AND CONTRIBUTORS WHO MAKE THIS DREAM A REALITY.



UNITED 
IN 

GRATITUDE

WWW.MIGRATEWITH.US


